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ABSTRACT

We present a study of the relationship between music gen-
res and graph-related metrics in a directed graph of mu-
sic credits built using data from Spotify. Our objective
is to examine crediting patterns and their dependence on
music genre and artist popularity. To this end, we intro-
duce a node-wise index of reciprocity, which could be a
useful feature in recommendation systems. We argue that
reciprocity allows distinguishing between the two types of
connections: citations and collaborations. Previous works
analyse only undirected graphs of credits, making the as-
sumption that every credit implies a collaboration. How-
ever, this discards all information about reciprocity. To
avoid this oversimplification, we define a directed graph.
We show that, as previously found, the most central artists
in the network are classical and hip-hop artists. Then, we
analyse the reciprocity of artists to demonstrate that the
high centrality of the two groups is the result of two dif-
ferent phenomena. Classical artists have low reciprocity
and most of their connections are attributable to citations,
while hip-hop artists have high reciprocity and most of
their connections are true collaborations.

1. INTRODUCTION

A musician’s path often crosses someone else’s. As col-
leagues, two artists can jointly write a song, or one of them
can feature in the other’s track. On the other side, an ad-
mirer can cover a song of their idol, or a producer can
remix their favourite hit. All these different types of rela-
tionships weave a network between artists. Musicians that
either collaborate with many others or wrote frequently-
covered songs behave as central hubs in this network.

Our goal is to determine the relationship between music
genres and graph-related metrics in such a network. We
want to determine if artists of different genres are more or
less central and to highlight whether citations or collab-
orations are the dominant practices. In order to build this
network, we analysed data from Spotify. This is a common
choice in the literature because the platform is accessible
to third-party applications via a REST Web API [1].
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Some of these third-party applications can be useful tools
for musicological analyses regarding music genres. Two
examples are the web page “Every Noise at Once” [2] for
the visualization of music genre similarities, and the web
platform by Baratè and Ludovico [3] for investigating mu-
sic genre labels. Also, at the moment of writing, it is the
leading platform by the number of paying users [4].

Since Spotify provides an index of an artist’s commer-
cial success, many researchers investigated the correlation
between this popularity index and other features, includ-
ing audio [5], precomputed features [6], and also metadata,
such as graph-related metrics [7].

The relationship between commercial success and graph-
related metrics of music genres has been investigated by
Oliveira et al. [8]. They built an undirected weighted graph
in which nodes represent music genres. The weight of an
edge between two genres is the number of hit songs on
which two artists, each one associated with one of the two
genres, have collaborated. They used Exploratory Factor
Analysis to find latent variables correlated with the graph-
related metrics and DBSCAN clustering to highlight dif-
ferent “collaboration profiles”.

South et al. [9] investigated the behaviour of the eigen-
vector centrality for an undirected graph of artist collabo-
rations. They observed a critical transition in the eigenvec-
tor centrality when removing the least popular artists from
the graph. In the full graph classical music artists are the
most central, but hip-hop artists emerge as the most central
artists in the modified graphs. They explain this behaviour
by introducing two types of social influence, which they
formalize in a “Social Group Centrality” model.

Working on the same raw data as South et al., we built a
directed graph of artist credits. This is much truer to the
nature of the data and allows for a finer analysis of the net-
work structure. We found that their SGC model does not
adapt as well to other types of centralities and analysed the
graph connectivity to provide a structural explanation for
the observed behaviour. We propose reciprocity as a much
clearer discriminant feature between two different credit-
ing profiles: citations and collaborations. This dichotomy
explains in a more intuitive way the difference between
classical and hip-hop artists, while it is completely lost in
the undirected graph.
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section we briefly detail theoretical concepts that
are relevant to our research. We will use the following
notation conventions. We define G as a directed graph,
or digraph, determined by the set of its nodes V and the
set of its arcs E ⊆ V 2. We let N := |V | be the number of
nodes in the graph. Without loss of generality, we consider
the set V to be the set of integers between 1 and N . We
call A ∈ 2N×N the adjacency matrix of the graph, such
that Ai,j = 1 {(i, j) ∈ E}.

2.1 Reciprocity

The reciprocity of a digraph is a metric that quantifies how
frequently, if there is an arc from node i to node j, there is
also the arc from j to i. Garlaschelli and Loffredo [10] de-
fine reciprocity as the correlation coefficient between the
entries in the adjacency matrix and the entries in its trans-
pose, ignoring entries on the diagonal

ρ :=
Cov [Ai,j , Aj,i]

Var [Ai,j ]
(1)

If the adjacency matrix is symmetrical, then ρ = 1. The
digraph is perfectly reciprocal, and it could be represented
as an undirected graph. If Ai,j = 1 − Aj,i for i ̸= j,
then ρ = −1 and the digraph is unilaterally connected. If
the covariance is 0, then ρ = 0 and arcs are reciprocated
as often as they would if the same number of arcs were
distributed at random in the graph.

2.2 Reachable Sets

In a digraph, the reachable set of a node is the set of nodes
that are reachable from that node, i.e. nodes at a finite
distance from it. The co-reachable set of a node is the set of
nodes from which that node is reachable. The co-reachable
set of a node in a digraph is the reachable set of that node
in the transposed graph. The co-reachable set of node i is:

Ki := {j ∈ V | i ̸= j ∧ d(j, i) < +∞} (2)

where d(j, i) is the distance from node j to node i.

2.3 Centrality Metrics

A centrality metric indicates the importance of a node in a
network. The Spotify digraph is large enough that comput-
ing some centrality metrics is intractable. We are focusing
mainly on geometric centralities, which can be approxi-
mated efficiently using HyperBall [11], and PageRank.

2.3.1 In-degree

One of the simplest and most intuitive measures for cen-
trality is the in-degree, which is the number of incoming
arcs of a node. The in-degree of node i is

cini :=

N∑
j=1

Aj,i (3)

2.3.2 Closeness

Closeness centrality is based on the intuition that a node is
more central the closer it is to all other nodes in the graph.
The closeness of a node is defined as the reciprocal of the
sum of the incoming distances from any other node.

cclosenessi :=
1∑

j∈Ki
d(j, i)

(4)

The distances from non co-reachable nodes are ignored:
their distance is infinite and the centrality would result to
be zero. However, nodes with a small co-reachable set tend
to have a high centrality value [12].

2.3.3 Lin Centrality

Lin [13] introduced a modified version of closeness cen-
trality, that is weighted by the square of the cardinality of
the co-reachable set.

clini :=
|Ki|2∑

j∈Ki
d(j, i)

(5)

2.3.4 Harmonic Centrality

Harmonic centrality [14] addresses the weaknesses of close-
ness, by taking the harmonic sum of the distances instead
of the reciprocal of the sum.

charmonic
i :=

∑
j∈Ki

1

d(j, i)
(6)

Harmonic centrality naturally ignores nodes outside the co-
reachable set, because limd→∞ 1/d = 0.

2.3.5 PageRank

PageRank is a spectral measure of centrality. The vector of
PageRank values for all nodes can be defined as the solu-
tion p to the following equation [12]

p = αpĀ+ (1− α)v

p ∈ [0, 1]N | ∥p∥1 = 1
(7)

The PageRank of a node can be interpreted as the proba-
bility distribution of ending a random walk on that node.

3. MUSIC CREDITS NETWORK

We analysed a graph of music credits obtained from Spo-
tify data. To build the graph, we used the same raw data
as South et al. [9]. It has been collected via the Spotify
Web API [1] between December 2017 and January 2018
by exploring the network via breadth-first search.

The dataset contains 1 250 114 artists, which we represent
as nodes in the graph. From now on, we will refer to nodes
and artists interchangeably.

We built a digraph, where there is an arc going from node
x to node y if there is a song in artist x’s discography for
which artists y is credited. We can read an arc going from
x to y as “artist x credits y for one of their songs”. In our
digraph there are 7 435 330 arcs.
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Figure 1. Violin-plot of the distribution of different centrality values conditioned on the musical genre. Genres are sorted
in decreasing order of median value for each centrality. Indegree and pagerank are shown on a logarithmic scale.

3.1 Metadata

In the collected data there are nodes with no or partial
metadata. We are mainly interested in two metadata: popu-
larity and genre. Metadata was collected for 625 061 artists
(around 50%). Popularity is a value between 0 and 100 re-
lated to the number, duration, and recency of streams of an
artist’s tracks [1].

One music genre or more can be associated to an artist.
The number of artists with non-empty genre metadata in
the dataset is 64 273 (around 10% of artists with metadata).
The number of different genre labels is 1 533.

Following the definition of music genres as sets [15], we
grouped them together in a total of 16 super-genres (i.e.
super-sets), where an artist can belong to multiple genres.
We know that this is an extreme oversimplification, but us-
ing all labels would result in more than a million pairs of
genres to compare. Also, some sets have very few elements
and this would affect negatively the statistical significance
of the tests. Since there is no general consensus on the clas-
sification of genres in super-genres, we curated our own
taxonomy. It was largely informed by AllMusic’s genre
classification [16], but we also consulted MusicMap [17],
a “genealogy of popular music genres”, and Every Noise
at Once [2], a data-driven map of music genres.

3.2 Centrality Metrics

We analysed the distribution of centrality values for artists
belonging to different music genres. We used WebGraph
[18, 19], a Java library for the compression and analysis

of very large graphs, to perform most of the computations.
We used JPype [20] to interface WebGraph with Python,
which we used for data visualization.

Figure 1 summarizes the results. We can observe that, for
all the centrality metrics that we computed, the two music
genres with the highest median values are classical and
hip-hop, as previously found in the undirected graph. We
assessed the significance of the differences between mean
values using a Bayesian Student-T test [21], implemented
in PyMC3 [22]. We defined the ROPE as an effect size
between 90.1 and +0.1 (a “very small” effect size [23])
and set the significance threshold at α = 0.05.

We can conclude that, for all centrality metrics, the mean
value for classical artists is significantly greater than the
mean value for all other genres. Also, the mean value for
hip-hop artists is second for closeness centrality and Lin
centrality. For harmonic centrality, in-degree, and PageR-
ank, the comparison with the genre in third place is in-
conclusive, but the mean value for hip-hop artists is still
greater than the mean value for all other 13 genres.

4. CREDITING PROFILES

We investigated the differences in crediting patterns be-
tween the two most central genres: classical and hip-hop.
South et al. [9] proposed a model for social influence on
the undirected graph of “collaborations”. Their model does
not explain the distribution of centrality values in our di-
graph. We propose reciprocity as an index of the differ-
ences of behaviour between the two genres: credits for
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Figure 2. Transitions in node centralities under thresholding in the Spotify graph and in an SGC graph. On the x-axis are the
popularity threshold values. Centrality values are normalized to remove trends naturally arising from changing the number
of nodes in the graph (in-degree, harmonic centrality, and Lin centrality are divided by the number of nodes, PageRank
is multiplied by the number of nodes). Solid lines are the average centrality values for nodes of one musical genre (or
SGC class). Filled areas are between the average plus and minus 0.67 times the standard deviation (50% HDI for a normal
distribution). Indegree and pagerank are shown on a logarithmic scale.

classical artists are more commonly citations, while for
hip-hop artists they are more commonly collaborations.
We want to emphasize the difference with the undirected
graph in South et al. [9], where all edges are misinterpreted
as collaborations.

4.1 Social Group Centrality

South et al. [9] observed that central classical artists have a
large number of connections, especially with low-popularity
nodes. On the other hand, central hip-hop artists are mostly
connected to other artists with high popularity. They for-
malised this behaviour in a Social Group Centrality (SGC)
model with three classes of nodes: community leaders,
celebrities, and masses. Community leaders and celebri-
ties are two cliques. Given a popularity threshold, com-
munity leaders are attached randomly to the masses nodes
that have a popularity value below the threshold. On the
contrary, celebrities are attached randomly to the masses
nodes that have a popularity value above the threshold.

They verify their hypothesis introducing the concept of
thresholded graphs: given the original graph with popular-
ity labels on nodes and a threshold value, the popularity-
thresholded graph is the sub-graph that only consists of
nodes with popularity greater than the threshold. Nodes
with no popularity metadata are not included in any thresh-
olded graph. They analysed the average centrality of each
genre for different threshold values and found that the eigen-
vector centrality is subject to a “critical transition”. For the
original graph, and for low thresholds, classical artists are
the most central. After the popularity threshold value of 47
hip-hop artists become more central.

We implemented the SGC model in NetworkX [24] and

compared the centrality transitions in a graph sampled from
the model with our Spotify digraph. Figure 2 displays the
average centrality values of three super-genres in the Spo-
tify digraph and in the three classes of the SGC model.
We can observe that, for most centralities, the SGC model
graph and the Spotify digraph have different behaviours.

4.2 Reciprocity

We argue that the biggest distinction between “community
leaders” and “celebrities” in the Spotify graph is that the
former are highly cited, while the latter are truly collabo-
rative. We propose node reciprocity to distinguish between
citations and collaborations.

Reciprocity (as defined in Section 2.1) is a metric of the
entire graph, but we are interested in investigating how
much each node reciprocates arcs. Cheng et al. [25] define
reciprocity over each pair of arcs: an arc is reciprocated if
the arc between the same nodes, but in the opposite direc-
tion, exists. In our data, the direction of an arc is not en-
tirely reliable: e.g. the out-degree of Mozart is 57, but that
does not mean that Mozart featured 57 other artists’ works
in his own. In fact, those 57 nodes are mainly orchestras
that performed Mozart’s music. Wardil and Hauert [26]
propose two indices to quantify a node’s reciprocity: al-
truism (the balance between incoming and outgoing arcs)
and activity (the number of arcs in either direction, normal-
ized). However, having two indices is not practical.

We propose a node-wise reciprocity index, defined as Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient between the entries in the ad-
jacency matrix corresponding to incoming and outgoing
arcs, which are the entries on the node’s column and row,
respectively. This takes after the graph reciprocity index



Genre Q1 MED Q3 IQR
african 0.739 0.889 1.000 0.261
asian 0.655 0.866 1.000 0.345
rock 0.655 0.866 1.000 0.345
avant-garde 0.615 0.866 0.970 0.355
folk 0.577 0.845 1.000 0.423
hip-hop 0.674 0.840 0.941 0.267
pop 0.623 0.833 1.000 0.377
latin 0.598 0.816 0.943 0.345
caribbean 0.577 0.816 0.935 0.358
jazz 0.539 0.804 0.939 0.400
soul-rnb 0.552 0.791 0.935 0.384
country 0.488 0.783 0.957 0.469
electronic 0.577 0.775 0.926 0.348
easy listening 0.479 0.747 0.926 0.447
classical 0.500 0.693 0.866 0.366
blues 0.365 0.655 0.913 0.548
Overall 0.583 0.816 0.949 0.365

Table 1. Summary of reciprocity values by super-genre:
first quartile, median, third quartile and interquartile range.

introduced by Garlaschelli and Loffredo [10].

ρi :=
Cov [Ai,j , Aj,i]√
Var [Ai,j ] Var [Aj,i]

(8)

Empirically, it can be computed as

ρ̂i =
←→a i −−→a i

←−a i√
(1−−→a i)

−→a i(1−←−a i)
←−a i

(9)

where −→a is the normalized out-degree, ←−a is the normal-
ized in-degree, and←→a i is the normalized number of recip-
rocated arcs.

−→a i :=
1

N

N∑
j=1

Ai,j (10)

←−a i :=
1

N

N∑
j=1

Aj,i (11)

←→a i :=
1

N

N∑
j=1

Ai,j ·Aj,i (12)

In our graph, reciprocity is undefined for nodes with no
outgoing arcs: in that case, since no edge is reciprocated,
we define the reciprocity to be zero. It would be undefined
for nodes with no incoming arcs, too, but there is no such
node in our digraph, because of the data collection policy.

We summarize the distribution of node reciprocity for
artists of different music genres in Table 1. We can observe
that both the top two genres by median reciprocity (African
and Asian) are music genres that are defined by their geo-
graphical origin. It would be interesting to further investi-
gate the possible causes of these high reciprocity values.

But our main observation is that the reciprocity distribu-
tions for artists of classical music and blues have lower

median values than others. The difference between the me-
dian values of classical and hip-hop artists is significant
and practically relevant. This confirms our hypothesis that
there is a preference for citations in classical music, while
hip-hop artists prefer collaborations.

To give a qualitative insight, we sorted all the nodes by
reciprocity and considered the ones with the highest popu-
larity to find some examples that might be familiar to many
people. Amongst the least reciprocating nodes, we can find
many well-known artists. The top 10 artists in this sort-
ing are: Lil Pump, Green Day, Jorge & Mateus, Wham!,
Oasis, Muse, Pearl Jam, Bruce Springsteen, Journey, and
The Beach Boys. We think that this may be due to the
high number of cover songs that other artists published.
On the other side, the top 10 most reciprocating nodes are
less popular, both quantitatively and qualitatively. We re-
port some exceptions: Julian Casablancas in tenth posi-
tion, and Guns N’ Roses in first position. The neighbours
of Guns N’ Roses are eight: five members of the band, two
orchestras that recorded some of their songs, and one musi-
cian affiliated with one of the orchestras. What is unusual,
in their case, is the fact that no unreciprocated covers had
been uploaded at the time of the data collection by artists
reached by the breadth-first-search crawler. This would
probably be different if we repeated the experiment with
updated data, or if we had the entire Spotify database.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that in music artists’ networks built with
data from music fruition platforms, arcs defined by credits
do not imply collaborations. In light of this, undirected
network models of collaborations can result unreliable, as
they could be biased by the presence of citations.

Modelling credits with a digraph, we have shown that it
is possible to quantify how much each artist is inclined to
collaborate. We proposed a node reciprocity index for this
purpose. Following the analysis of South et al. [9], we pro-
posed reciprocity as the main difference between the cred-
iting profiles of “celebrities” and “community leaders”.

The concept of classical artists as “community leaders”
is shown to be just a distortion introduced by the assump-
tion that citations are collaborations. Classical artists in
the network are actually highly-cited (famous composers)
or highly-citing (orchestras) nodes. On the other hand, hip-
hop artists, who were labelled as elitist “celebrities”, score
much higher reciprocity values.

5.1 Future Work

This result could find applications in recommendation sys-
tems, as in the automatic compilation of playlists. When
building playlists of artists who belong to a community of
collaborating musicians, the reciprocity index could help
in filtering out false collaborators.

Also, we observed that the top two genres by median
reciprocity are African and Asian, both of which are mu-
sic genres that are defined by their geographical origin. It
would be interesting to find a musicological explanation of
this phenomenon.
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